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About This Game

Bleeding Blocks is a 2D arena shooter. Two players face off in a single-screen deathmatch. Winning requires more than quick
reflexes. Players must use cover and tactics to outsmart the enemy.

Choose from six unique classes. Will you rush in as the Rogue? Snipe from afar as the Reaper? Or deploy turrets as the
Engineer? Play against a deviously smart AI or head to head in local multiplayer mode.

Features

6 different classes.

Bullet-hell reflex shooting combined with tactical gameplay employing cover and flanking.

A devious AI capable of flanking and outsmarting human players.

Single and local multiplayer modes.

Catchy Synthwave music.
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Title: Bleeding Blocks
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Killer Teapot Games
Publisher:
Killer Teapot Games
Release Date: 5 Sep, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Passmark G3D 250+

Storage: 150 MB available space

English
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7.8\/10 2 Much water.
10\/10 Dubsteb.
Instabuy, beliebe me.. Its alright. for 1.50 you get what ya pay for
. It's a fun and simple concept and it's been implented well by Killer Teapot, making a little gem that which, whilst firmly a
niche indie experience, shows that with the right amount of skill, ingenuity and really polishing the game's core mechanics, even
an indie game can shine as bright as something from a major company.

It is really, very much, worth a try.. This game is very fun at it's core and has a great array of ships to choose from that each feel
fresh and have their own way of playing. I hope in the future more is done with this concept because altough the core of the
game is interesting fresh I wish there was a little more ways to experence it instead of just duels with CPU. Now the lack of
more ways to play is at no fault the game because what is offrered is great and enough to keep me happy for a long time to come
I just love it so much that I wish there was more.

. A surprisingly tactical little arena shooter. Your ship will automatically turn to face your opponent (manual aiming is possible
with right stick), which makes matches more about positioning and prediction than twitch skills. Great party game, but probably
not worth it for the single player.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=6xD89EImr2I
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https:\/\/youtu.be\/crUmmA20rrs

Review for Bleeding Blocks available here. Got game, began playing, thought 'Of this Computer will be easy to beat'

spend the next 40 minutes trying to beat the first hard bot.. Great game. Epic, single screend deathmatch based on skill, tactics,
and reflexes. Classes, different weapons, sentries, and much more. EPIC!!. A good arena style shooter with nice music if I'm
honest. Its addictive and the computer is no push over so the challenge keeps things interesting. With different characters to
choose from its allows you to fight from your style of play rather than just one i.e long range or speedy etc. Definatly worth the
money if this is your kind of thing and you can definatly kill some time with this game.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=aMQhlfpFqEE. Good game, except for 1 horrible, game-breaking bug with no cause. Out
of absolutely nowhere, I will start moving right... it's impossible to say still. It persists indefinitely until either I ALT+TAB out
and back into the game, (which causes it's own game-breaking bug as well, actually...) or restart the game. I can't give this a
positive review until this gets fixed.
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